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Working with sustainability and ESG issues in a bank.
Converting strategy to action

Business
guidelines
and initiatives:
e.g. UN, OECD, SDG’s

UN Global Compact Ocean
Responsible Ship Recycling Standards
Global Maritime Forum / Poseidon Principles

Recycling clauses in loan agreements
Report climate alignment of shipping portfolio
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Poseidon Principles – a first of its kind banking initiative
 A uniform approach and message towards our clients
 Developed by shipping 11 banks, Citi, Societe Generale, and DNB, in
close collaboration with a select group of ship owners* and experts**
 A framework for assessing and disclosing the climate alignment of ship
finance portfolios - IMO 2050 goal of 50% reduction of GHG emissions
 The Principles:
- Assessment of climate alignment
- Accountability
- Enforcement
- Transparency
“Momentum solves 80% of your problems” (John C. Maxwell)

* A.P. Møller Mærsk, Cargill, Euronav, Gram Car Carriers, Lloyd’s Register ,and Watson Farley & Williams
** Global Maritime Forum, Rocky Mountain Institute, and University Collage London Energy Institute
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Implications for the shipping community
IMPLEMENTATION

CONSEQUENSES AND EFFECTS

 First reporting in 2020 on 2019 client data

 Knowing where you are. Measuring where we are and how we
develop over time. Long-term development more relevant than shortterm movements due to potential data noise

 Common data platform to ease data handling and admin issues, and
ensure equal treatment

 No requirements towards clients other than reporting

 Class societies play a key role. 3 steps / levels of involvement:
- Validation of emissions data
- Climate alignment of vessels
- Climate alignment of portfolios

 No requirements towards banks’ lending policies
 It is about transparency, not specific targets, as of now

 Clients: Little extra burden, already reporting to IMO

 However, an underlying expectation that lending over time will move
towards lower emission vessels.

 Banks: Climate risk reporting is coming anyway, Poseidon Principles
a good way to test

 Poseidon Principles give synergies and are triggering other related
initiatives.

 Standard information covenant in all new agreements
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Teekay Shuttle Tankers – Senior Unsecured Green Bonds
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Strictly private and confidential
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